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Introduction:
Inertial sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes) are now commonly used in human monitoring
for energy output [1, 2], athlete monitoring [2-8] and disease assessment [9]. Small, battery
powered, portable units can be used to log or relay data via a wireless link to a computer for
analysis and assessment. This allows monitoring the subject in their natural environment without
space restrictions and unencumbered by a wired connection. In sports monitoring other
commonly used technologies include multi-camera systems for automatic tracking [9], video
recording [9,10] and training machines such as treadmills, stationary cycling machines and
stationary rowing machines.

The location of miniature inertial sensors in a small, battery powered unit at the sacrum is as
close as possible to the centre of mass (CoM). Work previously reported using CoM monitoring
for athlete assessment includes running [2], swimming [3,4], and snow boarding [5,6]. There are
many advantages in using this position on the human body, including:
o Unrestricted movement of the athlete
o Minimal detectable effect on athlete performance both psychologically and
physically
o Minimal effect on athlete balance
Recently there has been significant interest in monitoring the biomechanics of bowlers in cricket
[11-16]. The main objectives of this work have been in injury prevention, assessment and
recovery, and in the assessment of technique for the development of sub-elite athletes for further
training to elite level. There are three accepted classifications of fast bowling action, although
there is a continuum between the three styles [13]:

Side-on – the bowler turns side on one or two strides before releasing the ball
Front-on – the bowler maintains a face-on position during the ball release
Mixed – a combination of side-on and front-on.
Previous researchers have measured the following parameters as part of bowling assessment.
(a)

Peak speed (run-up) [12, 13]

(b)

Pre-delivery stride length [13]

(c)

Ground reaction force back foot during ball release [13, 15]

(d)

Ground reaction force front foot during ball release [13, 15]

(e)

Shoulder and hip rotation [11, 13, 15]

This preliminary paper reports the use of miniature inertial sensors located at the sacrum for
bowling assessment during a front-on bowling action. Some of the parameters listed above can
be extracted from this data.

Methods and Experimental:
In this paper previously developed instrumentation was used to monitor bowler action [2,3,4].
The sensors consisted of a tri-axial accelerometer and gyroscopes with ranges of +/- 10g, and
250o/s respectively. The data was sampled at 200Hz and transmitted using a class 1 Bluetooth
link to a PC. Data display and acquisition was handled using a purpose built Visual Basic client
with subsequent analysis in Matlab. The sensors were calibrated using static orientations. The
sensors were placed on the sacrum as a reasonable approximation of the CoM with minimal skin
and muscle artefact. Figure 1 shows the bowler close to delivery. The arrow shown on the figure
indicates the primary acceleration axis and rotational component.

Several bowlers were used in the study with a representative case presented (left hand delivery).
The protocol involved a warm-up period prior to the collection of data. The Bowlers were
instructed to use a set run up length and to bowl at a sub maximal pace to a facing batsman in
practice nets, a typical training environment. Video footage was also collected to aid in event
detection and verification.

Results:
Data from the sensor unit was measured for each bowling action and was matched to the video
data. The main bowling events that are apparent from the video are:
•

The run up over a short distance.

•

The back foot strike (B) prior to delivery and subsequent counter-clockwise rotation of
the hips.

•

Front foot strike (F) and clock-wise rotation of the hips, which continues through to ball
release.

•

Follow through after ball release.

Figure 2 shows data from a sample delivery and shows acceleration and rate gyroscope data with
respect to the vertical axis. Figure 2(a) shows the acceleration in the vertical axis with positive
being the upwards direction and negative being the downwards direction. Figure 2(b) shows the
angular velocity around the vertical axis with a counter clockwise rotation indicated by a positive
direction and clockwise rotation indicated by a negative direction.

Bowling action events are clearly evident in figure 2 with the run up preceding hip rotation and
delivery. The run up consists of 5 steps before the back foot strike (B). When the back foot strike
occurs, the bowler starts to rotate the hips in a counter-clockwise direction before the front foot
strike (F). When the front foot strike occurs the bowler starts to rotate the hips in a clock-wise
direction. While ball release is not apparent in either of the accelerometer or gyroscope data
additional sensors could be used in future. The order and timing of the bowling action matches
both the video and the expected bowling order [13], which indicates that the inertial sensors
placed at the CoM can pick up the order of the important events in the bowling action.

Total hip rotation was determined using a short-term cumulative trapezoidal integration of the
angular velocity after appropriate baseline removal. Hip rotation was found to be 40 degrees of
rotation in the counter-clockwise direction followed by a rotation of about 30 degrees in the
clockwise direction. It is assumed that the difference in the rotation is due to the angle of foot
and leg after the ball has been released. In the video, the bowler appeared to step across the body.

Figure 3 shows the step rate, speed, and step length derived from ground contact events and
period in the accelerometer data [2]. The bar marked with a B indicates the Back foot strike and
the bar marked with an F indicates the front foot strike. The first step, usually a hop, in the run
up is omitted since the technique is not valid for this motion. This technique was developed from
steady state running by Wixted [2] and is a useful first order approximation for analysis of the
cricket run-up even though the bowling run up is very short with only a few steps.

From Figure 3, it is apparent that the bowler starts the run up with shorter steps at a high step rate
giving a low speed and ends the run up with a higher step rate and larger step length giving a
higher overall speed. It can also be seen that the speed is consistent a few paces prior to delivery
which is reported in the literature [13]. The peak run up speed can be seen as about 2.7m/s with
a predelivery stride of about 1.2m which is consistent with the literature.

Conclusions and Further work:
This paper has demonstrated that one can extract useful parameters from the CoM that quantify
the action of a bowler. These parameters include the timing of the important events in the
bowling action, number of steps, step rate, peak run-up speed, step length and hip rotation with
very little signal processing. Further analysis of the data should allow an assessment of the
smoothness of the bowling action through the crease, the possible problems which might occur
after many repetitions based on hip rotation and the difference between fast bowling around or
over the wicket. Further work will include a study to determine the ground reaction forces, and a
study correlating the ball speed to the bowling parameters. The extraction of quantitative data
with relative ease allows those in cricket to track the performance and action of an athlete
longitudinally. This assessment allows comparison between athletes, monitoring of the efficacy
of training regimes and aids in injury prevention through changes over time, post recovery and
with fatigue.
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